
 
U.S. History, 1865-Present                  Prof. Robert Griswold 
History 1493, section 10            Dale Hall Tower, 804-C 
T, Th  1:30-2:20; Nielson Hall 270   rgriswold@ou.edu 
Disc. Sections, Friday 
Fall, 2014    

       
“The past is never dead.  It’s not even past.”   William Faulkner 
 
“If you know your history, then you would know where you coming from.”   Bob Marley 
 
Course Description:   this course provides an overview of post-Civil War American History by 
focusing on general themes and patterns from Reconstruction to the present.  We will work hard to strike 
a balance between understanding the large contours of American history and understanding important 
dates, people, and facts.   We will pay particular attention to the history of freedom, a word with multiple, 
contested meanings, by focusing on the expansion and contraction of freedom, what it has meant to 
different groups of people, and how it has shaped almost every dimension of American life.  This course 
also focuses on helping you become better researchers and writers.  OU is a research university, and I 
firmly believe that everyone here—from first year students to the most senior scholars—should be 
engaged in research.  To that end, this course focuses on helping you develop the skills required to write a 
sophisticated research paper, skills that will serve you well in all your future courses at OU.  In so doing, 
you will discover something fundamental about one of the world’s oldest bodies of knowledge.  In 
researching and writing your paper, you will learn a good deal about the epistemology of history.   
 Your discussion sections will be dedicated to helping you understand the content of the course, 
but they will also help you learn how to use a variety of primary and secondary sources and how to shape 
these sources into a compelling historical argument.  Just as it is impossible to learn how to ride a bike 
without getting on one, it is impossible to understand the nature of history without actually doing history.  
We will provide you with a variety of resources to improve your writing and research skills, including a 
variety of tutorial that will be available on-line.  All tutorials and a great number of reading assignments 
and other pertinent information can be found on the History Department’s U.S. Survey website,  
http://explorehistory.ou.edu   
 
Format: I will lecture on Tuesdays and Thursdays.  You will attend your discussion section on Fridays.  
I invite questions at any time during the lecture. 
 
Course Website: the general website for this course is at http://explorehistory.ou.edu.  You should 
spend time familiarizing yourself with this site.  I will also post materials specific to this section of the US 
Survey on “Desire2Learn,” commonly referred to as D2L.  Its website is  http://learn.ou.edu.  You should 
routinely check this website for pertinent information.   Soon after each lecture, I will post each 
PowerPoint presentation on D2L. Here you will also find the syllabus, the study guides for the midterm 
and final and important announcements.  You will also find lists of identification terms for each exam, 
information on how to write an essay exam, a lengthy description of plagiarism and how to avoid it, and 
information regarding your paper assignment.  Throughout the semester, material will be added to the 
D2L website, so check it regularly 
 
Reading Requirements: all assigned readings will be available via the web. Note, I have not assigned 
you a $150-$200 textbook.  In fact, we are not using a textbook; instead, you will be reading primary 
documents and scholarly articles for FREE.  However, if you would like to do some background reading 
on the subjects covered in lecture, I suggest you buy a cheap copy of virtually any college level text.  
Make sure you get a post-Civil War edition.  On Amazon, you can buy used copies of any number of texts 
for as little as $10.00-$15.00. 
 You will read a number of scholarly articles (and a few book chapters) available on 
explorehistory.ou.edu or on JSTOR, an on-line database of articles available through the OU library 
system.   You reach JSTOR through the Library’s home page.  Start with the OU homepage; click on 
“Libraries.”  Once at the library home page, log in with your 4 x 4 and your password. The Library home 
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page will again appear, but now you are logged in.  Look for the word “Find” and then click on 
Databases.  Now click on the letter “J.”   Then click on “JSTOR.”  The quickest way to access each article 
is by using the “Advanced Search” option and typing in the name of the article. These articles will enrich 
your general understanding of history and enhance your understanding of the researching and writing of a 
research paper.  As you read these articles, I want you to focus on finding the core argument—the 
thesis—of the essay.   In other words, one of your key tasks in reading these essays is to find the central 
point the author is trying to make.  You will also make use of these articles in your exams and quizzes.   
 
The articles are as follows:  
 
Benjamin J. Alpers, “This Is the Army: Imagining a Democratic Military in World War II,” Journal of 
American History, 85 (June 1998): 129-63. [JSTOR] 
David Blight, ch. 4, “Reconstruction and Reconciliation” [explorehistory.ou.edu] 
 
David Chang, “The Color of Land: race, Nation, and the Politics of Landownership in Oklahoma” 
[explorehistory.ou.edu]  
 
Mary Dudziak, “Brown as a Cold War Case”[explorehistory.ou.edu];  
 
Ellen DuBois, “Outgrowing the Compact of the Fathers:  Equal Rights, Woman Suffrage, and the United 
States Constitution, 1820-1878,” Journal of American History, 74 (Dec. 1987): 836-62. [JSTOR] 
 
Thomas Frank, “The Leviathan with Tentacles of Steel: Railroads in the Minds of Kansas Populists” 
[explorehistory.ou.edu]  
 
Bishop Guy, “Strong Voices and 100 Percent Patriotism” [explorehistory.ou.edu]   
 
James A Hijiya, “The Conservative 1960s,” Journal of American Studies, 37 (August 2003): 201-27. 
[JTOR] 
 
John Hubbell, “The Desegregation of the University of Oklahoma,” 1946-1950”  
 
David Levy, “The Rise and Fall and Rise and Fall of Edwin `Daddy’ Debarr” [explorehistory.ou.edu] 
 
Kyle Longley, “Between Sorrow and Pride:  The Morenci Nine, the Vietnam War, and Memory in Small-
Town America,” Pacific Historical Review, 82 (Fall, 2013): 1-32. [JSTOR] 
 
Leisa D. Meyer, “Creating G.I. Jane: The Regulation of Sexuality and Sexual Behavior in the Women’s 
Army Corps during World War II, Feminist Studies, 18 (Fall, 1992):  581-601. [JSTOR] 
 
Stephen Meyer, “Adapting the Immigrant to the Line: Americanization in the Ford Factory, 1914-1921,” 
Journal of Social History, 14 (Autumn 1980): 67-82. [JSTOR] 
Joanne Meyerowitz, “Beyond the Feminine Mystique:  A Reassessment of Postwar Mass Culture, 1946-
1958,” Journal of American History, 79 (March 1993): 1455-1482. [JSTOR} 

Mae Ngai, “Nationalism, Immigration Control, and the Ethnoracial Remapping of America in the 1920s” 
(explorehistory.ou.edu) 

Chester Pach, “TV’s 1968: War, Politics, and Violence on the Network Evening News” 

Louise S. Robbins, “Racism and Censorship in Cold War Oklahoma:  The Case of Ruth W. Brown and 
the Bartlesville Public Library,” The Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 100 (July 1996): 18-46. [JSTOR] 
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Martin Shockley, “The Reception of the Grapes of Wrath in Oklahoma” [explorehistory.ou.edu] 

Bruce Tap, “Suppression of Dissent:  Academic Freedom at the University of Illinois during the World 
War I Era,” Illinois Historical Journal, 85 (Spring 1992): 2-22. [JSTOR] 

Arnaldo Testi, “The Gender of Reform Politics: Theodore Roosevelt and the Culture of Masculinity,” 
Journal of American History, 81 (Mar. 1995): 1509-33. [JSTOR] 

Heather Ann Thompson, “Why Mass Incarceration Matters: Rethinking Crisis, Decline, and 
Transformation in Postwar American History,” Journal of American History, 97 (December, 2010): 703-
34. [explorehistory.ou.edu] 

Gilles Vandal, "`Bloody Caddo’: White Violence against Blacks in a Louisiana Parish, 1865-1876,”  
Journal of Social History, Vol. 25, No. 2 (Winter, 1991), pp. 373-388.  [JSTOR] 

Robert Westbrook, “I Want a Girl, Just Like the Girl that Married Harry James” [explorehistory.ou.edu 

John Fabian Witt, “Crippled Workmen, Destitute Widows, and the Crisis of Free  Labor” 
[explorehistory.ou.edu] 

Donald Worster, “Hard Times in the Panhandle” [explorehistory.ou.edu] 

 

Ground Rules for Lecture Attendance: 
1.   No laptops are allowed in class.  Why, you rightly ask?  Because I have found that a certain 

number of students simply cannot resist using their laptop to check social media, read 
something on the web or watch sports highlights.  In fact, all electronic devices should 
be turned off and put away. And please do not surreptitiously send texts by holding your 
phone in your lap.  If you cannot resist reading or sending a text for 50 minutes, you do 
not belong in college.  The wearing of headphones is also not permissible. 

2.  Please show up on time and do not leave until the lecture is over. If you absolutely must leave 
lecture early, let me know ahead of time, sit in the back, and leave as inconspicuously as 
possible. 

3.  Once I start lecturing, kindly put down your newspapers, magazines, and/or readings from 
other courses and give me your undivided attention. 

4.  Please do not talk with your neighbors.  
 

Examinations/Quizzes/Class Participation Grade: there is one midterm that covers the first half of 
the course and one final exam that covers the second half.   Each of these exams is worth 200 points. The 
midterm will be given in class on October 9;  the final is at 1:30 p.m. on December 12 in our lecture 
hall.  We will also give you a total of 7 quizzes, all to be taken in your discussion sections.  Some of these 
will be announced in advance, some will not.  These quizzes will cover the lectures and the readings for a 
given week.  Each quiz is worth 20 points for a total of 100 points.  We will count your five highest quiz 
scores.  No make-up quizzes will be given nor will any quizzes be given early. You will also receive a 
discussion group participation grade.  This mark will be based on the quality and frequency of your 
classroom contributions during your Friday discussion group.   This component of the course is worth 100 
points.   
  
Papers: one of the goals of this course is to teach you how to assess historical documents critically and 
to write a sophisticated research paper.  As noted above, we will provide you a wealth of information, 
including on-line tutorials, to help you become a proficient researcher and writer.  I cannot emphasize 
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enough how useful you will find what you learn in this class for all your future paper assignments at OU.  
Good writing is the most fungible of all the skills you will learn at OU.  No matter what field of study you 
pursue, no matter what career you choose to follow, the ability to write well will serve you extraordinarily 
well.  
 You will write two relatively short papers in this class.  The first is based on a small number of 
documents that I will provide for you.  These documents focus on the famous “Haymarket Riot” of 1886, 
a tragic event that resulted in the deaths of at least eleven people at a labor demonstration and the later 
hanging of four others for their alleged role in the bombing that killed seven policemen and at least four 
bystanders.  You will write two drafts of this short, roughly 1000 word paper.  The paper is due in 
discussion section on September 12, and the revised paper is due on September 26.  The version due on 
September 12 is worth 50 points; the version due on September 26 is worth 100 points.  You will also 
write a longer paper—roughly 2000 words—but you will only write one version of this essay.  However, 
you will draft a thesis statement for your essay that is due on November 14.  A hard copy of your final 
paper is due in the lecture hall (and an electronic copy submitted to the “Drop Box” on D2L) on 
November 25.  The thesis statement is worth 25 points; the final draft is worth 225 points. 

I also encourage you to make use of the Writing Center in Wagner Hall.  As you begin drafting 
your research paper, you will want to seek feedback from many different readers.   The writing 
consultants at the Writing Center are able to talk with you about your writing at any stage in the process.  
You can make an appointment (online or by phone), and you can drop in whenever the Center is open.  
For more information, contact   www.ou.edu/writingcenter.  
 

Late penalties for first and final draft of paper:  I believe in treating students fairly; thus, grading 
policies must penalize those students who turn in late work.  My policy is simple.  All paper assignments 
are due at the beginning of class, not midway through the class or at its end.  If the paper is not turned in 
at the beginning of class, we will assess a one grade penalty.  If it is not turned in by 5:00 p.m. that 
afternoon, another one grade penalty will be assessed.  If it is not turned in by 5:00 p.m. the next day, off 
goes another grade.  And if it is not turned in by 5:00 p.m. the next afternoon, still another grade gets 
whacked.  In short, turn your papers in on time and you can avoid all of this whacking. 
 
Plagiarism:   it is imperative that you understand what plagiarism is and that you avoid it like the 
plague.  I have posted on the Desire2Learn website a lengthy discussion of plagiarism in its various 
guises. In addition, the OU library includes information about plagiarism.  To access this tutorial through 
the Library, go to the Library’s homepage.  Click on “Help.”  Click on “Tutorials.”  Click on “Academic 
Integrity: Avoiding Plagiarism.”  The ability to “cut and paste” from the Internet has led to a blizzard of 
plagiarism cases, and if you are guilty of such behavior, we will file academic misconduct charges against 
you.  Moreover, we will accept no excuses if you plagiarize; plagiarism is a crime against academic 
integrity, and it will be treated as such. 
 
Religious Observances: the official policy of the University on classroom work and religious holidays 
is as follows: “It is the policy of the University to excuse the absences of students that result from 
religious observances and to provide without penalty for the rescheduling of examinations and additional 
required work that may fall on religious holidays.”  If religious obligations conflict with the class, please 
let us know and we will make alternative arrangements. 
 
Reasonable Accommodation Policy: The University of Oklahoma is committed to providing 
reasonable accommodation for all students with disabilities. Students with disabilities who require 
accommodations in this course are requested to speak with Prof. Griswold as early in the semester as 
possible. Students with disabilities must be registered with the Office of Disability Services prior to 
receiving accommodations in this course. The Disability Resource Center is located in Goddard Health 
Center, Suite 166, phone 405/325-3852 or drc@ou.edu.  Do not ask for accommodation after the fact.  
Before we can accommodate you, we must have proper forms available from the Disability Resource 
Center. 
 

mailto:drc@ou.edu
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Attendance Policy: It is in your best interest to attend every lecture; however, attendance will not be 
taken in lecture.  It will be taken in discussion sections. You will be penalized one letter grade for 
every three unexcused absences from your discussion section.   Experience has demonstrated time and 
again that those who attend class, take careful notes, and ask questions do far better than those who drop 
into class from time to time.  We want to reiterate that it is crucial that you take copious notes during 
lecture.  You cannot possibly gain command of the material if you are not an active, engaged note-taker.  
 
Grades: The following scale will determine letter grades: 
900-1000 A 200 points:  midterm  
800-899 B 200 points:  final 
700-799 C 150 points: paper #1 (50 points first version; 100 points second version) 
600-699 D  250 points final paper (25 points thesis statement; 225 points paper) 
below 600 F 100 points: discussion participation 

100 points:  quizzes in discussion 
 
Extra Credit:  periodically, the History Department invites a noted scholar to campus to share his or her 
research.  Should such opportunities arise, I may give you the opportunity to earn extra credit.  Almost all 
of these opportunities will involve attendance at a lecture (usually in the evenings) and the submission of 
a short paper (one to two pages) in which you summarize the main points of the lecture.  Students can 
earn up to 20 points in this fashion.  If you attend a lecture, you will be expected to stay through the 
question and answer period that usually follows the presentation.  Be forewarned: if your work schedule 
or family obligations preclude you from attending any of the extra credit presentations, I will feel no 
obligation to find an additional opportunity for you. 

One other point is important.  Between September 2 and October 24, students receive an 
automatic grade of “W” for dropped courses.  Thereafter, you must petition the College Dean to drop the 
course and, if the Dean approves your withdrawal, I will either give you a “W” or an “F,” depending on 
your standing in the course at the time you drop the course.   

 
Reading Assignments, Examination Schedule, Paper Due Dates, Discussion Schedule:  The 
weekly reading assignments are based on what you should have read before attending your discussion 
section.  Articles marked [explorehistory] are available at the History Department’s website dedicated to 
the U.S. Survey.  Those marked [JSTOR] are available through the OU Library’s website. Your 
discussion leader will show you how to find these articles.  Your discussion leader may tell you to focus 
on one article assigned in a given week more than another.  He or she may even inform you that you do 
not have to read a given article for the upcoming discussion.  But here is the important point.  All articles 
must be read prior to the exams.  Explorehistory.ou.edu also has a wealth of primary documents.   Your 
discussion leader will make use of these documents and assign them on a week-by-week basis. 
 
8/22  Read:  Vandal, “Bloody Caddo” [JSTOR] 
8/29  Read:  David Blight, ch. 4, “Reconstruction and Reconciliation” [explorehistory.ou.edu] 
  View “Working the Evidence” video in advance of discussion section; explanation of  
   ACE Evidence Card Homework 
9/5         ACE Card work in Discussion Section; view “Thesis” video in advance of discussion 

section.  Seminar in Discussion Section:  “What makes a strong thesis? 
Read Stephen Meyer, “Adapting the Immigrant to the Line: Americanization in 
the Ford Factory, 1914-1921” [JSTOR] 
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9/12  Essay #1  due in Discussion Section; Workshop in discussion section on  
   peer review.  Seminar in Discussion Section on Topic Sentences and Bridge  
   Sentences; view “Paragraphing” video in advance of Discussion Section.  Read:  
   John Fabian Witt, “Crippled Workmen, Destitute Widows, and the Crisis of Free  
   Labor” [explorehistory.ou.edu]    
9/19  Read: DuBois, “Outgrowing the Compact of the Fathers” [JSTOR]; Read:  David 

Chang, “The Color of Land: race, Nation, and the Politics of Landownership in 
Oklahoma” [explorehistory.ou.edu] 

9/26  Essay #1 revision due in Discussion Section.  Seminar in Discussion Section on library 
research.  During this week, student meetings with TA or professor to discuss 
research topics.  Read:  Thomas Frank, “The Leviathan with Tentacles of Steel: 
Railroads in the Minds of Kansas Populists” [explorehistory.ou.edu]; Read:  
Testi, “The Gender of Reform Politics [JSTOR] 

10/3  Read:   Bishop Guy, “Strong Voices and 100 Percent Patriotism” [explorehistory.ou.edu]  
Read:  Tap, “Suppression of Dissent” [JSTOR]  During this week, student 
meetings with TA or professor to discuss research topics. 

10/9  Midterm I 
10/10  No class:  Texas weekend 
10/17  Using secondary sources; seminar in Discussion Section--following the footnote trail; 

workshop in Discussion Section—reading for the argument; results from 
secondary source Scavenger Hunt due.  Discussion of Research Topics (Source 
Pairing or Approved Alternative); During this week, student meetings with TA or 
professor to discuss research topics.  Read:  Ngai, “Nationalism, Immigration 
Control, and the Ethnoracial Remapping of America in the 1920s” 
(explorehistory.ou.edu); Read: David Levy, “The Rise and Fall and Rise and Fall 
of Edwin `Daddy’ Debarr” [explorehistory.ou.edu] 

10/24  Results from primary source Scavenger Hunt due;  Read: Shockley, “The Reception of 
the Grapes of Wrath in Oklahoma” [explorehistory.ou.edu]; Read:  Worster, 
“Hard Times in the Panhandle” [explorehistory.ou.edu] 

10/31  Read: Benjamin J. Alpers, “This Is the Army: Imagining a Democratic Military in 
World War II”  [JSTOR];  Read:  Westbrook, “I Want a Girl, Just Like the Girl 
that Married Harry James” [explorehistory.ou.edu]; Read: Leisa D. Meyer, 
“Creating G.I. Jane” [JSTOR] 

11/7  View in advance of Discussion Section the “Introductions” tutorial; in Discussion 
Section, explain “Thesis Paragraph” assignment; Read:  Robbins, “Racism and 
Censorship in Cold War Oklahoma” [explorehistory.ou.edu]; Read:  
Meyerowitz, “Beyond the Feminine Mystique” [JSTOR] 

11/14  Due:  “Thesis Paragraph;” seminar in Discussion Section on the “Research Introduction;”  
Read:  Dudziak, “Brown as a Cold War Case”[explorehistory.ou.edu]; Read:  
Hubbell, “The Desegregation of the University of Oklahoma,” 1946-1950” 
[explorehistory.ou.edu];  

11/21  Read:  Pach, “TV’s 1968: War, Politics, and Violence on the Network Evening News” 
  [explorehistory.ou.edu]; Read:  Hijiya, “The Conservative 1960s,” [JSTOR]; Read: 

Longley, “Between Sorrow and Pride” (JSTOR) 
11/25  Week of Thanksgiving Break.  Paper due in lecture on 11/25 
12/5  Read:  Heather Ann Thompson, “Why Mass Incarceration Matters: Rethinking Crisis, 

Decline, and Transformation in Postwar American 
History,” Journal of American History, 97 (December, 
1910): 703-34.  
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12/12  Final Examination: 1:30-3:30 p.m.   (Final will be given in the regular lecture hall.) 
                     

Graduate Assistants:  
John Baucom     jbaucom@ou.edu 
Mette Flynn    Mette.flynt@ou.edu 
Zach Gastelum   zacgastelum@gmail.com 
Alexandra Mogan  alexandramogan@gmail.com 
Michael Molina  Michael.J.Molina-1@ou.edu 
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